Mac Cuirtin's time the very same System s we find in Old Irish. So I need not use many words to prove that MacCuirtin did not do bis work at random.
It seems to me to be of some interest to make out from what reasons this System was not adhered to by later grammarians, more especially, how it came to pass that the conjunctive mood was entirely dropped, and that even the deprecative was unknown to Haliday and O'Donovan.') Whether that was due to the negligence of the learned authors, or to the gradual change of the language. But this question is connected with some other points, which it will be right to settle first. 6 In the Conjugation of Verbs', MacCuirtin says p. 698, 'a Negative much alters the termination from what it was when affirmative; and therefore to every affirmative, a negative ought to be put in the Conjugation, especially when they are dissonant in themselves, s fad makes abh in the negative, s gonfad, ni ghonabh.' -This is making rather short business, but still it is a reasonable way of dealing with a grammatical peculiarity, which, s we know now, is a most essential, if not the most essential, feature of the language, namely the distinction between the two series of forms which are now commonly called ortho-0 Of Vallancey's Grainmar (Dubl. 1773) I shall say but little, for it is neither pleasant, nor at all necessary, to kill a dead man. These are bis own words (p. 64): 'The modern Irish grammarians have, in conformity to the Grecians and Romans, twisted their verbs into certain inflexions analogous to their poteutials, subjunctives, etc., which are omitted in this grammar'; and (p. XXIX): 'All the moderns, Molloy excepted, have warped the regulars into inflexions (in Imitation of modern tongues) which do not exist in the language'. Vallancey rejected not only the deprecative and the conjunctive, but also the consuetudinal past (or iinperf. ind.) and the conditional! Though not mentioned by Stewart, a deprecative is used in the Gaelic version of the Bible (Tiomna Nuadh, Edinb. 1767), for instance Luc. 10, 5 gu'n raibh sith don tigh so; 10, 11 gu'n tigeadh do rioghachd-, Marc. 11 2 ) and now this wrong theory seems to be abandoned.
Mac Cuirtin might have mentioned one more case of the same kind, namely the distinction, prevalent in the 17th and 18th centuries, between these two forms of the present indicative of regulär verbs: cuiridh se, ni chuirionn se, which is stated, at least implicitly, by Haliday p. 74-75. But Haliday at the same time makes the form in -nn part of the consuetudinal or habitual mood, and in this dilemma his successor O'Donovan, most unluckily, took the wrong side, putting forth the theory that cuirionn is a consuetudinal present, differing in sense from cuiridh. In this grave error he was followed by others, for instance by Bourke (Grammar p. 60, 71), and even by Ebel (Gramm. Celtica p. 1096), and the matter is still taught in that way in Ireland, although Prof. Atkinson, in the grammatical appendix to his edition of Keating's Three Shafts of Death, I)ubl. 1890, p. XVII, corrected the mistake, and pointed out the old rule.
The consuetudinal or habitual present was not admitted by the ancient Irish grammarians; at least, Mac Curtin says (p. 702) that the consuetudinal mood l wants the present and future tense, and has only the pretertense'. It was introduced by Haliday, and can be traced back, it seems, to Stewart's grammar, which l ) This, of course, is not quite the correct way of putting it, because the difference between -fad and -abh originally depended on something eise; still, for the modern language, it is pretty near the mark nevertheless. is not a fair representation of facts, for the Irish language has no distinct form for the consuetudinal present outside of the verb 'to be', and cuiridh and cuirionn mean exactly the same thing.
In Scotch Gaelic the old future has disappeared, and the original present (buaüidh, cha bhuail; beiridh; ni, dcan; theid; bheir, tabhair or toir; thig; chi, faic; gheibh, etc.) signifies partly the future time, partly 'that an action or event takes place uniformly, habitually, according to ordinary practice, or the course of nature' (Stew., Elements of Gaelic Grammar, Edinb. 1812, p. 98). Thus, it is used in pro verbs 'to express a general truth'. Stewart, of course, held the future to be the original sense, and the habitual sense to have been derived therefrom; but in that I don't agree with him; for the use of the present in habitual expressions dates from the oldest times of our race, and has simply been kept up in Gaelic. In the verb 'to be' the forms ta and bheil have retained their present sense, whereas the form bithidh, cha bhi, which even in Old Irish was, and in Modern Irish still is, a consuetudinal present, is used in Scotch Gaelic, like the rest of the old presents, partly in its old sense and partly äs a future. To denote 'that the action is going on, but not completed', the Gaelic language uses the periphrase tha mi ag bwladh am striking' (Stew. p. 99); this usage does not differ much from what is called by Bourke (p. 72) 'the continuated form of the present tense' in Irish, which is made up of the same elements; still the Gaelic form has a wider ränge, äs can be seen for instance by comparing the Irish and Gaelic Versions of the Bible.
The language of the 17th and ISth centuries used for the 3rd sg. of the regulär prs. ind. the form in -idh whenever the verb was orthotonic; but, when enclitic (after m, nach, go, da etc.), the form in -nw, which also, contrary to the principal rule, stood after the conjunction ma. and in the course of the 18th centiiry (probably) the alteration took place through which the form in -nn came to be used in both positions, and the form in -idh disappeared. This new rule we find carried through in Sullivan's translation of Thomas a Kempis (Dubl. 1822), in Kane's edition of the New Testament (Dubl. 1858), and of course in the spoken language of the present day.
2 ) It will be right to quote a few instances of the 3rd sg. ind. of the present tense from the books just referred to, that there may be no doubt äs to these facts. (450, 628, 16, 58, 79a, 115, 133, 189, 247) , but that is a different case.
2 ) Whether the old distinction is still kept up in any part of Ireland, I can't teil; if it is, that will not interfere with the conclusion we shall presently arrive at. The deprecative and the first conjunctive are, of course, identical with the 0.1. present of tlie conjunctive; the latter conjunctive is the imperfect. The conjunctive forms stand after ^the conjunctions sul 'before', gidh ^although', da 4 if; the adverb ghidhchuin (: -um] gcachuin 713; cf. 0. L ciachuin gl. quando, Ml. 18 a2, 61 b 9) .i. 'if Avhen' or 'at anj T time', and sometimes by certain verbs, the article go, or gu y or its negative nach intervening gidhchuin has 2 negations, viz. na agus nach, and sul has none. gionga is the negation of gc, or gidh] and muna the negative of da ' (p. 703, cf. p. 713) . 'The deprecative article is of two sorts, viz. gur agas go' (p. 702) -after stating which, he goes on to say, it seems, that go is used when the r is contained in the body of the verbal form: gu ndearna, but the print is very bad just here.
Of this fair description we find not a single trace left in the works of MacCuirtin's successors. What Stewart calls subjunctive is the relative form of the verb for the present tense, and thus really the indicative; and for the preterite, a form which is, morphologically speaking, identical with the imperf. ind. (cf. especially the form biodh 'were'), one stray form of the old conditional, namely rachainn, having been adopted into this category. Haliday and OOonovan say never a word of the conjunctive nor of the deprecative, and only the latter form was rediscovered by Bourke, who calls it Optative, and gives most correct paradigms p. 67, 72, etc. -Later on, Prof. Atkinson, in bis Three Shafts, pointed out several speciraens of the conjunctive in Keating's language, for instance p. XXVIII: *there is also a form dcarna [should be dearna, for the vowel was short originally], in use apparently äs a pres. subj.'; but he seems to look upon these forms rather äs fossils, putting them into brackets; in his synopsis p. XIV this mood is not given, and his dealing with the conjunction da p. 346 shows very clearly that he did not understand the conjunctive form of the regulär verb. -In Joyce's Grammar (1896) the Optative is again omitted. Now, the truth is that the deprecative or Optative is still regularly used by Irish Speakers, for I heard plenty of such forms in Kerry in 97; and the conjunctive was in regulär use, not only in the 17th and 18th centuries, but far down through the 19th Century, so that even Kane's New Testament from 1858, which rejects the indicative in -idh of the older Bible text, teams with conjunctive forms.
We have seen that the 3rd sg. prs. ind., according to the old rule, ended in -idh when orthotonic, and in -nn when enclitic. Now, if we find enclitic forms ending in -idh, these will be conjunctives. Modern spelling, which uses, or omits, a quiescent dh (gh) äs final, without regard to the history of the language, makes the conjunctive form rather obscure: it would be correct, from a philological point of view, to write molaidh se, cuiridh se in the old indicative, and go mola se, go gcuire se in the conjunctive; but these forms are speit in a variety of ways, without any attempt to distinguish the moods. So the (enclitic) conjunctive looks just like the old orthotonic indicative, and that is why the grammarians have failed to recognise it. It is, however, very clear from the Munster pronunciation that the conjunctive should not be speit with the dh, for it is here sounded mola cuire, whereas the indicative molaidh cuiridh, if it still survived, would be molaig, cuirig in Munster, just äs the future cuirfidh is pronounced cuirthig (cuirhig). -As for the rest of the persons in the synthetic conjugation, they have the same endings in the two moods; still, in the Kerry dialect, one or two more differences are to be noted: the indicative of the Ist sg. is cuirim, the conjunctive (optative) go gcuiread; and the 2nd sg. is go gcuirir in the Optative, but in the indicative the analytic form is always used (äs far äs I know): cuireann tu or cuireas tu -the latter form being, no doubt, descended from the relative form clmircas tu 'which you put'; in the rest of the persons, the relative form clmireas is nearly ext inet in that dialect nowadaj r s. Still greater differences may be found in irregulär verbs, for instance ind. tagann tu 'you come', conj. go dtir 'may you come'.
The imperfect conjunctive sounds quite the same äs the indicative (or consuetudinal past) in the regulär verb, indeed, it did so even a thousand years ago; but still it should be kept distinct from that form in grainmatical descriptions, for in the verb 'to be' it does not agree with the indicative (biodh), but is mixed up with the conditional, biadh being the original conditional, and beath, or beith, the old conjunctive. Even in Old Irish, it is not possible to distinguish these two categories in the rest of the persons in this verb, so it is only natural that beath or beith, and biadh, should at last have come to be used indiscriminately. The remedy which Prof. Atkinson (Tliree Shafts p. VIII) much regrets that he has not applied, namely to write da mbjodh for 'if he were', would have introduced into Keating's text a palpable error, for that would not be Irish at all. In the spoken language of our own day, da takes the conditional of any verb, which may be the direct consequence of that very confusion of forms in the verb 'to be'.
In About the imperative mood MacCuirtin remarks (p. 701 a): 'The Irish Grammarians do differ from the Latins, who do not allow of the first person Singular in this Mood'. In his paradigm, he gives the form gonar, *let me wound'. As the first Singular of this mood is not mentioned in any other Irish grammar I know of -though Stewart gives the form buaileam 'let me strike' (p. 77) -I shall here point out two instances of it occurring in MacCuirtin's Dictionary: 619 let me have a speedy answer, faghaim freagra gan mhaill; 387 let me know first, fagham se (sie) a fhios ar ttus.
Whether this form is in use any more, I can't teil. In the Old Irish glosses, a few instances have been found: tiag sä 'let me go' Ml. 58 c 6, and indiad (ind + fiad) gl. inquam 35 dl l, 103b 11 'let me say'; the latter form is plainly accentuated äs an imperative. It is perhaps not likely that many instances should occur in the texts of any period, but the existence of the form cannot be doubted.
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